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Abstract-Regular Expression (RegEx) matching is the core 
operation of various network security devices such as IPSes. 
Despite much effort, it has remained an unsolved problem to 
achieve both high speed and low memory requirements.XFA, the 
state-of-the-art software RegEx matching solution, has two fun
damental limitations: (1) XFA construction is hard to automate 
as it requires manual annotation by human experts, and (2) XFA 
is hard to implement in ASIC as the program executed upon 
reaching a state requires much of the complexity of a general 
purpose CPU. In this paper, we propose HASIC, a History-based 
Finite Automaton (HFA [11]) based RegEx matching scheme. 
HASIC can exponentially reduce state explosion by testing, 
setting, and clearing an auxiliary vector of history bits. Compared 
with XFA, HASIC advances the state of the art because it can 
be fully automated and it is ASIC friendly. HASIC only uses 
three simple bit operations and they are easy to implement in 
ASIC. We conducted experiments using real-world RegEx sets 
and various traffic traces. Experimental results show that for 
packet processing speed, software HFA runs an average of 3.34 
times faster than XFA, for automata construction speed HFA is 
orders of magnitude faster than DFA, and for memory image 
size HFA is an average of 20 times smaller than DFA. 
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the best memory efficiency as memory grows linear with the 
size of RegExes, but has the worst time efficiency because 
we need to maintain multiple active states and perform one 
memory lookup per active state for each input character. The 
Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) model, on the other 
hand, gives us the best time efficiency of one lookup per 
character, but has the worst memory efficiency because of the 
well known state explosion problem - the number of DFA 
states can be exponential in the size of RegExes. Memory 
efficiency is critical for RegEx matching because it needs to 
run in SRAM to achieve high speed as SRAM is hundreds of 
times faster than DRAM. 

To achieve high speed, RegEx matching algorithms need 
to be Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) friendly, 
Le. , they can be implemented in a small and fast ASIC block. 
The size of an ASIC block depends on the number of logic 
gates needed to implement the algorithm, and its speed (i. e. , 
clock frequency) depends on circuit complexity. Not only chip 
fabrication cost is proportional to its die area, but also for 
networking and security devices such as IPSes, area efficiency 
of the circuit board is a critical issue. 

A. Motivation B. Limitations of Prior Art 

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is the core operation in 
a wide range of networking and security services (such as 
mal ware detection, data leak prevention, application protocol 
identification, load balancing, quality of service, differential 
billing, copyright enforcement, and usage monitoring) on most 
networking middleboxes and security devices (such as routers, 
firewalls, and Network Intrusion DetectionlPrevention Systems 
(NIDSINIPS». In the past, string matching was used in DPI; 
nowadays, Regular Expression (RegEx) matching has become 
the industry standard because RegExes are more expressive 
than strings. Given a flow as a stream of bytes, a RegEx 
matching algorithm needs to determine which RegExes in a 
predefined set are matched in that flow. As each packet of 
each flow needs to go through RegEx matching, the memory 
and time efficiency of RegEx matching is critical to achieve 
low latency and high throughput. However, it is difficult to 
achieve both memory and time efficiency for RegEx matching. 
The Non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) model gives us 
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The software RegEx matching solution that represents the 
state of the art is XFA [20], [21]. An XFA is a DFA where 
each state is augmented with a program. The transition from 
a source state to a destination state triggers the execution of 
a program associated with the destination state. Despite its 
theoretical elegance, XFA has two fundamental limitations. (1) 
XFA does not have a fully automated construction algorithm 
(with a given RegEx set as input and a memory image for 
runtime packet processing as output) fundamentally because 
the XFA construction process requires human experts to an
notate the given RegEx set [22]. Furthermore, both the non
automated manual processing and the automated computation 
required in XFA construction may take a long time. For 
manual processing, XFA authors reported that the manual 
processing may take one hour even for one RegEx, and it is 
"prohibitively time-consuming" for some RegExes from Snort 
[20]. For automated computation, the required time to make 
the transitions deterministic varies for different RegEx sets, 
with 13% of the test set in [20] taking between 16 minutes 
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Fig. 1 .  NFA, HFA, and DFA generated from RegEx set: {EFG, X .  * y} 

and 2 hours. Slow construction renders XFA unsuitable for 
applications where RegEx updating is frequent. (2) XFA is 
not ASIC friendly because the ASIC implementation of XFA 
would require much of the complexity of a general purpose 
CPU to implement the programs associated with states. Such 
an ASIC chip will not only be overly expensive but also too 
complex to develop and verify due to the complex interactions 
among different components. Furthermore, because each XFA 
state's program may take a very different amount of time to 
process, in the ASIC implementation of XFA, the processing 
elements at different stages would be very difficult to pipeline. 
These two reasons partially explain why XFA has not been 
implemented in ASIC since its invention. Nevertheless, XFA 
is no doubt an important RegEx matching solution as it shows 
the power of DFAs with annotated instructions, 

C. Proposed Approach 

In this paper, we propose HASIC, a History-based Finite 
Automaton (HFA) based RegEx matching scheme that is both 
fully automated and ASIC friendly, An HFA is a DFA with 
an auxiliary vector of bits (called history bits) where each 
transition is augmented with a boolean condition specified 
in history bits and some actions of setting/clearing history 
bits. The current HFA state, input character, and history bits 
jointly determine a single outgoing transition, and following 
this transition the actions to the history bits are applied, 

We now explain why history bits can exponentially reduce 
the state explosion in DFAs. As a large number of RegExes 
can be partially matched in parallel, the DFA must track 
the progress of every combination of partial matches with 
a separate state. An exponentially large number of partial 
matches may occur leading to an exponential number of states, 
In real-life RegEx sets, many partially matched patterns are 
persistent; that is, once they have been found, they stay active 
for a long period of time, waiting to continue matching the rest 
of their pattern. Such partial matches are often the primary 
culprit behind the state explosion in DFAs. The bit-vector 
in HFAs can compactly represent these partial matches and 
therefore alleviate state explosion. For example, in the HFA 
in Figure l(b) built from RegEx set {EFG, X. *Y}, we use 
one bit b to remember the partial match of character X for 
RegEx X. * Y, which eliminates the duplication of the NFA 
states corresponding to RegEx EFG. 

Although both HFA and XFA can exponentially reduce 
state explosion, they are fundamentally different. First, HFA 
places conditions and actions on transitions, using the history 
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value to direct the operation of the automaton. XFA instead 
places actions on states and conditions on accepting states. 
This means that the sequence of states that XFA enters is not 
affected by its memory values, only whether or not it reports a 
match when it reaches an accept state. Second, they differ on 
operations. In HFA, the operations only include three simple 
bit operations: test, set, and clear, which are very easy to 
implement in ASIC. In XFA, the operations can be an arbitrary 
program, which requires CPU complexity to implement in 
ASIC. When limiting primitive XFA operations to a set of so 
called "efficiently implementable operations" [20], it is unclear 
what operations this set should include and whether some set 
of efficiently implementable operations can guarantee that an 
XFA can be constructed for any given RegEx. 

Compared with XFA, HASIC advances the state of the 
art from two perspectives. First, HASIC construction can be 
fully automated (without human annotation). In this paper, we 
present efficient algorithms to construct an HFA from a RegEx 
set and then generate an optimized memory image for runtime 
packet processing. Second, HASIC is ASIC friendly. HASIC 
only involves three simple bit operations: test, set, and 
clear, and only adds a small fixed-size bit array to the state 
of each flow, which makes storing and restoring the active 
state of each flow efficient. Furthermore, these operations are 
combined without the need for a software layer to tie them 
together, allowing us to represent the processing logic with a 
simple fixed combination of gates. 

D. Challenges and Proposed Solutions 

There are two key challenges in HASIC: (1) automated and 
fast HFA construction (converting a RegEx set to an HFA), (2) 
memory image construction (converting an HFA to a memory 
image) for fast packet processing. 

Automated and Fast "FA Construction: Automatic HFA 
construction is challenging because of two reasons. First, the 
number of choices for history bits is exponential in the number 
of NFA states; yet, choosing the right set of history bits 
is most critical for eliminating state explosion. Second, the 
number of history bits in a high speed implementation is 
limited; we must construct an automaton that uses no more 
than this many history bits. We solve this by identifying 
NFA states that stay active over many transitions, and ranking 
them so that we can choose the best states to use. Fast HFA 
construction is challenging because the intermediate DFA is 
often exponential (in the number of NFA states) to construct 
in both time and space; and sometimes the DFA is too big 



to be practically built. In this paper, we propose a fast and 
automated HFA construction algorithm whose time and space 
complexity is linear in the size of the final HFA, which is 
the best possible complexity for HFA construction. Our key 
idea is to eliminate the bit states from the NFA before doing 
subset construction. We can then modify the generated states 
to compensate, allowing us to avoid exploring all the potential 
DFA states. 

Memory Image Construction for Fast Packet Process

ing: The number of memory reads per input character for 
finding the next state(s) is critical for RegEx algorithms to 
achieve high throughput. It is challenging to minimize the 
number of memory reads per character in an HFA because 
there can be multiple HFA transitions for a state and character 
pair. In this paper, we minimize the number of transitions to 
be searched by merging compatible transitions into a single 
transition with the same net effect. To further reduce the size 
of each transition in memory, we compress the actions by using 
an auxiliary action mask table to store atomic actions so that 
the actions for any transition can be represented as the union 
of these atomic actions; thus, for each transition, instead of 
storing its actions, we only need to store the indexes of the 
atomic actions in the action mask table. 

E. Key Novelty and Contributions 

The key novelty is in proposing automatic HFA construc
tion algorithms and memory image construction algorithms, 
where we identify many optimization opportunities. The main 
contribution is in proposing an automated and ASIC friendly 
RegEx matching scheme. Specifically, we make the following 
key contributions. First, we propose an automated and opti
mized HFA construction algorithm, and then propose a fast 
HFA construction algorithm with linear complexity in the final 
HFA size. Second, we propose an optimized memory image 
construction algorithm for fast runtime packet processing. 
Finally, we conducted experiments using real-world RegEx 
sets and various traffic traces. As we cannot construct XFA 
from our RegEx sets, we estimate the packet processing speed 
on our hardware based on the results reported in [20]. Our 
results show that HFA runs an average of 3.34 times faster 
than XFA. In comparison with DFA, for automata construction 
speed, HFA is orders of magnitude faster than DFA; for 
memory image size, HFA is an average of 20.4 and 16.5 times 
smaller than DFA for memory bus width of 16 and 32 bytes, 
respectively. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Existing RegEx matching schemes fall into three categories 
based on their underlying implementation technology: software 
based, FPGA based, and TCAM based. 

Software-based schemes are generally based on determin
istic automata to achieve high throughput. The difference 
between them is in their approach to solving the DFA state 
explosion problem. We divide software-based schemes based 
on whether they introduce auxiliary memory to the automaton 
or not. Schemes that do not introduce auxiliary memory 
include D2FA [12], mDFA [24], and Hybrid-FA [4]. D2FA 
achieves significant compression of the transition table, but 
does not solve the exponential explosion in the number of 

states. mDFA and Hybrid-FA avoid building too large a DFA 
by either building multiple DFA or by producing a partially
deterministic automaton. In both cases, there will be multi
ple simultaneous active states, causing a large reduction in 
throughput. Schemes that augment auxiliary memory include 
XFA [20], [21], extended-FA [6], and HFA [11]. XFA and 
extended-FA both propose hardware designs that are, in broad 
strokes, a plain DFA that processes all traffic plus a much 
more complex logic that handles the parts of the RegExes that 
are too complex to add to the DFA. The complexity of this 
second layer makes them unsuitable for ASIC implementation. 
Additionally, the task of coupling these two layers together to 
achieve guaranteed high performance is even more difficult, 
as the second layer's processing cost per input byte is highly 
variable. In [11], Kumar et at. briefly proposed the theoretical 
model of HFA and a manual HFA construction method that 
requires human experts to design history bits. However, they 
proposed neither the methods for the automatic construction 
of HFAs nor the methods for generating memory images 
for runtime packet processing. Furthermore, the manual HFA 
construction method in [11] requires first constructing a DFA 
from the given RegEx set and then constructing the HFA from 
the DFA. Although the final HFA is memory efficient, the 
intermediate DFA is often exponential (in the number of NFA 
states) to construct in both time and space; and sometimes the 
DFA is too big to be practically built. Note that the solution for 
handling large counters in [11] can be applied in our scheme 
as well. 

The field of regular expression matching using FPGA 
includes a huge breadth of work [3], [8]-[10], [13], [15], 
[19], [23]. These techniques all develop a circuit on FPGA 
that takes in packet data and reports match information. 
Important to their methods is using the reprogrammability of 
the FPGA to have the flexibility to handle many pattern sets. 
These techniques are effective for a fixed pattern set or for 
environments where the pattern matching tool can be taken 
offline without penalty. Because the re-synthesis procedure to 
update the patterns is complex and requires taking the FPGA 
offline, FPGA solutions have issues with practical deployment 
in many scenarios. As well, the matching state of many FPGA 
solutions is large, making it expensive to save and restore this 
state when matching a large number of interleaved network 
flows. As an example, in Bando et al. [3], the internal state 
includes 1.5 Kbits of status flags for string matching modules. 
This makes the handling of interleaved flows much more 
complex, as saving and loading that state is very expensive. 

A newer line of research is the use of TCAM technology 
to encode pattern matching automata [14], [17]. TCAM are 
content addressable memory with wild-cards, meaning that a 
binary string is input, and the set of ternary patterns stored in 
the memory are checked to find the first pattern that matches 
the query. An SRAM associated with the TCAM allows a value 
to be associated with each pattern in the TCAM. The transition 
table of an automaton can be implemented by creating query 
strings that indicate the current state and input character and 
storing the destination state of the transition in the SRAM. The 
downside of TCAM is its high power usage, as every query is 
matched against every pattern. 



III. AUTOMATIC HFA CONS TRUCTION 

A. Basic Construction Method 

The original algorithm to construct an HFA from a RegEx 
set first constructs an NFA and uses subset construction to 
create the corresponding DFA. The label of each DFA state 
is the subset of NFA states that the DFA state is constructed 
from. Second, the DFA is "folded" into an HFA by repeatedly 
turning a single NFA state into a history bit, removing this 
label from all DFA states, and merging those DFA states that 
now have identical NFA state labels. We call the removed NFA 
states "bit states". To convert an NFA state 8 into a bit state, 
we partition the DFA into two groups: P, which consists of the 
states that have the NFA state 8 in their label, and N, which 
consists of those that do not. For example, to convert NFA state 
4 in Figure l(a) into a bit state, we partition the DFA in Figure 
l(c) into two groups: P = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and N = {O, I, 2, 3}, 
those states that have the NFA state 4 and those that do not. 
We use an example state label °7�14 to explain the way that we 

label DFA (or HFA) state in this paper: 0, 3, 4 is the set of NFA 
states that corresponds to this DFA state, 7 is the DFA state ID, 
and /1 denotes that this is an accepting state and the RegEx ID 
1 (namely EFG) is matched upon reaching this state. Removing 
label 8 from each state in P will allow us to merge each state 
and their transitions in group P with the corresponding state 
and transitions in N. For example, removing NFA state label 
4 from each DFA state in P = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} will allow us to 
pairwise merge DFA states 4 and 0, 5 and 1, 6 and 2, and 7 
and 3. 

Transitions leaving a state in P can now be taken when the 
corresponding history bit for N is set and transitions leaving a 
state in N can only be taken when that bit is clear. For example, 
in Figure l(b), the transitions from HFA states 1, 2, and 3 to 
state 4 on character Y can only be taken when b is set. The 
transitions that were going from P to N must clear the history 
bit, and from N to P must set it. For example, in Figure l(b), 
the transition from HFA state 0 to 0 on character X corresponds 
to the transition from DFA state 0 to 4. Because this transition 
goes from N to P, it sets bit b. Transitions that stay within 
a group do not need an action to modify the history bits. For 
example, in Figure 1 (b), in the transitions among HFA states 
0, 1, 2, and 3, there is no action to modify bit b. Repeating the 
above process constructs an HFA with multiple history bits. 

B. Bit State Selection 

Choosing bit states is critical for HFA. The best case for 
compressing the DFA by converting an NFA state 8 into a 
history bit is when the DFA states that include 8 in their labels 
exactly mirror the DFA states that do not, which allows us to 
halve the number of automaton states. For example, in Figure 
I, by choosing NFA state 4 to be a bit state, we almost halve 
the number of HFA states. 

Before presenting our method for choosing the right bit 
states, we first introduce some new concepts. The self-looping 
degree of an NFA state is defined as the percentage of 
the number of input characters that the state transitions to 
itself on. An NFA state is complete-self-looping if its self
looping degree is 100%. For example, in Figure l(a), both 
states 0 and 4 are complete-self-looping. RegExes with . * 

cause most complete-self-looping states. Once a complete-self
looping becomes active, it remains active. An NFA state 81 
shadows another state 82 if and only if every time when state 
82 is active, 81 is also active. For example, in Figure l(a), state 
o shadows every other state, and state 4 shadows state 5. 

The shadowing relationship reduces state explosion by 
eliminating the combinations of states for which we need to 
generate new DFA states. For example, in Figure l(a), we do 
not need to generate a new DFA state for the combination 
of states {O, 5} because whenever state 5 is active, state 4 
is active. Two NFA states 81 and 82 are exclusive if and 
only if they cannot be simultaneously active. For example, in 
Figure l(a), states 1, 2, and 3 are mutually exclusive. Exclusive 
relationship also reduces state explosion by eliminating the 
combinations of states that we need to generate new DFA states 
for. For example, in Figure l(a), we do not need to generate 
a new DFA state for the combination of states {1, 2} because 
they cannot be simultaneously active. NFA states 81 and 82 
are independent if and only if two conditions are satisfied: (1) 
there is no shadowing relationship between them, and (2) they 
are not exclusive. 

Independent states cause state explosion in DFAs. Given an 
NFA with n independent persistent states and m other states, 
using d( m) to denote the size of the DFA constructed only 
from the m states, the size of the final DFA is in the order of 
2n * d(m). This comes from the d(m) states being copied for 
all 2n ways for the independent states to be active. 

For an NFA state that is independent from most of other 
states, if we choose it to be a bit state, then we almost halve the 
DFA size. As NFA states with a high self-looping degree tend 
to remain active for a long time, we use the NFA states with a 
high self-looping degree that are shadowed by complete-self
looping states as bit states, as these are likely to be independent 
with a large number of other states. 

C. BFA Construction without DFA 

In constructing an HFA from a RegEx set, the intermediate 
DFA may be too big to be practically generated due to state 
explosion, even if the final HFA is small. Next, we present our 
HFA construction algorithm that can directly build the HFA 
from an NFA without generating and storing the intermediate 
DFA. Before we present our algorithm, we first introduce a 
new concept of equivalent state classes: given an NFA with 
a set of bit states B, for two DFA states that correspond to 
two sets of NFA states Sl and S2, if the two NFA state sets 
only differ on bit states (i. e. , Sl - B = S2 - B), then the 
two DFA states are equivalent with respect to bit state set B. 
This relationship partitions the DFA states into equivalence 
classes. Considering the example in Figure I, when choosing 
NFA state 4 as a bit state, the DFA states 1 and 5 are in the 
same equivalence class as they correspond to NFA state sets 
{O, I} and {O, I, 4}, respectively. 

The this HFA construction algorithm is similar to the 
standard subset construction algorithm as in DFA construction, 
but it only generates one HFA state per equivalence class. Let 
B be the set of bit states. Each time we generate a DFA 
state that corresponds to a set of NFA states S, we append 
its transitions to the HFA state S - B. For each transition 
from DFA state S to DFA state D, we add an HFA transition, 



with a condition and an action, from 8 - B to D - B on the 
same character. The condition corresponds to 8 n B, meaning 
that this transition can only be taken when the history bits 
corresponding to 8 n B are set and the remaining history bits 
are clear. The action consists of two parts: setting the history 
bits corresponding to (D - 8) n B and clearing the history bits 
corresponding to (8 - D) n B. 

An HFA with a vector H of k history bits, has 5-tuple 
transitions (8, c, C, A, D) which are the source state, input 
character, condition, action, and destination state. The source 
state and destination state of an HFA are HFA states, which 
are written as a set of NFA states. The condition of an 
HFA transition is represented as a vector C of k ternary 
bits, denoting the condition ;\�==-� (qi] = H[i]). A ternary 
bit has three possible values: 0, 1, or *. Note that for each 
o :s; i :s; k - 1, when qi] is *, qi] = H[i] is true regardless 
of the value of H[i]. The action of an HFA transition is 
represented as a vector A of k bit-wise operations. Each bit
wise operation is either set (denoted as s), clear (denoted 
as c), or do-nothing (denoted as n). For each 0 :s; i :s; k-1, 
A[i] = s means the action assigns 1 (sets) to H[i], A[i] = c 
means the action assigns 0 (clears) to H[i], and A[i] = n 
means the action does nothing to H[i]. Table I shows example 
transitions with 3 history bits for a HFA state and character 
pair. The pseudocode of this HFA construction algorithm, 
called HASIC D is shown in the appendix. 

Condition Action Destination State 
*00 nnn 

Hi *10 ncn 
*01 nnn {I, 5} 
*11 ncn {I, 5} 

TABLE I. EXAMPLE TRANSITIONS BEFORE OPTIMIZATION 

D. Transition Table Optimization 

The above HFA construction algorithm avoids DFA state 
explosion by merging many variants of the same NFA states 
into one HFA state; however, all it adds each DFA transition 
to the HFA. Next, we introduce our HFA transition table 
optimization algorithm that can efficiently store transitions 
while allowing fast transition lookup. We first introduce a new 
concept called mergeable bit actions. Given an action a on a 
ternary bit t, we use a(t) to denote the resulting value after 
applying action a on t. Two action and ternary bit pairs (aI, tI) 
and (a2' t2) are mergeable if and only if there exists an action 
a3 so that al (tI) = a3(tI) and a2(t2) = a3(t2). We call a3 a 
merged action of (aI, tl ) and (a2, t2). For example, (n, 0) and 
( s, 1) are mergeable and the merged action is n. One merging 
may have two merged actions, either nand c or nand s. For 
example, action n on bit 0 and action c on bit 0 have two 
possible merged actions - nand c. In such cases, we choose 
n to be the merged action because it has less bit operations 
than c or s. Note that the choice of merged actions can never 
be between c and s because their results are always different. 
Table II shows the merged actions of all possible pairs of bit
action pair, where - denotes that the two bit-action pairs are 
not mergeable. 

Now we introduce another concept called mergeable tran
sitions and discuss how to minimize HFA transitions by 

nO n1 n* cO c1 c* sO sl s* 
nO 
n1 
n* 
cO 
c1 
c* 
sO 
sl 
s* 

n n 
n n 
n n 
n n 
c -
c -
- s 
n n 
- s 

TABLE II. 

n n c c - n -
n n - - s n s 
n n - - - n -
n n c c - n -
- c c c - - -
- c c c - - -
- - - - s s s 
n n - - s n s 
- - - - s s s 

HFA TRANSITION MERGEABILITY TABLE 

identifying and merging such transItIOns. In an HFA with 
k history bits, a transition (8, c, CI, AI, D) and a transition 
(8, c, C2, A2, D) are mergeable if and only if both of the 
following conditions are satisfied: (1) CI and C2 differ in 
only one bit and (2) for 0 :s; i :s; k - 1, (AI [i], CI [i]) 
and (A2[i], C2[i]) are mergeable. For these two mergeable 
transitions, assuming CI and C2 differ in bit i, we merge 
them into one rule by both replacing CI [i] by * and replacing 
Al [i] by the merged action from Table II. For example, in 
Table I, the first two transitions and the last two transitions 
are mergeable. Table III shows the two merged actions. This 
optimization allows many HFA transitions to be stored in a 
small memory while allowing fast packet processing. 

Condition Action Destination State 
**0 ncn 

� �/5 } **1 ncn 
TABLE III. TABLE I TRANSITIONS AFTER OPTIMIZATION 

IV. FAS T  HFA CONS TRUCTION 

In this section, we propose the first algorithm to generate 
deterministic automata without exploring all the possible NFA 
state interactions. Compared with the HFA construction algo
rithm in Section III, this algorithm runs significantly faster at 
the price of producing a possibly larger HFA. 

A. Observation and Basic Ideas 

In observing the HFAs that our previous algorithm con
structed from real-life RegEx sets, we observe that many HFA 
states have exactly 2n outgoing transitions for a particular input 
character where n is the number of bit states. This occurs 
when n bit states have departing transitions to distinct NFA 
states on the same input character. When we merge all the 
transitions from all the DFA states in an equivalence class, 
our previous algorithm has to create a conditional transition 
for each reachable combination of history bits. This constitutes 
a significant portion of the HFA construction time. To speed 
up HFA construction, our key idea is to simply assume each 
bit state is independent from all other states; thus, we can 
precompute an incoming transition table and an outgoing 
transition table, which we call the mixin incoming table and 
mixin outgoing table, respectively. These two tables consist 
of all the transitions introduced by all combinations of bit 
states. Then, we can mix this table with the transition table of 
each HFA state. This may introduce some transitions that can 



never be taken, but they do not affect the correct execution 
of the automaton. We choose the term "mixin" because of 
its resemblance of the use of mixin classes in object-oriented 
programming, where a mixin is a class that provides a certain 
functionality to be inherited or reused by derived classes. 

To construct an HFA from an NFA using this method, 
we first identify bit states as described earlier. Second, we 
generate a mixin incoming table that is constructed from 
all incoming transitions to bit states and a mixin outgoing 
table that is constructed from all outgoing transitions from 
bit states. Third, we remove all bit states and their incoming 
and outgoing transitions from the NFA to produce a pruned 
NFA that has only non-bit states. Finally, we generate HFA 
states using subset construction on the pruned NFA, "mixing 
in" the transition information from the two mixin tables. 

To illustrate this process, we will show step by step 
conversion of the example NFA in Figure IV-A into the HFA 
in Figure IV-D. 

Fig. 2. Input NFA 

B. Bit State Pruning 

Given an NFA and its bit states, we produce a pruned 
NFA by removing the bit states from the NFA as well as 
all their incoming and outgoing transitions. The information 
about these bit states, which is missing in the pruned NFA, 
will be kept in two mixin tables. When a history bit is set, 
this impacts the action of a transition and/or its destination. 
The mixin tables capture both of these effects and allow us 
to apply them to the full HFA. In the NFA in Figure IV-A, 
which is constructed from the regular expressions a. * b and 
b [ A a 1 * b, we choose states 1 and 3 as the bit states, which 
means that we have two history bits that correspond to NFA 
states 1 and 3. The pruned HFA is shown in Figure IV-B. 

Fig. 3. Pruned NFA 

C. Mixin Table Generation 

We use two tables to store the information about bit states: 
the mixin incoming table and the mixin outgoing table. For the 
mixin incoming table, we generate it directly from the NFA. 
For the mixin outgoing table, we first generate an outgoing 

table for each bit state and then merge them into one table. 
Note that these two tables are only used for HFA construction 
and they are not part of the final HFA memory image. 

To generate the mixin incoming table, we simply record 
all the transitions from non-bit states to bit states. Figure IV-C 
shows the mixin incoming table for the NFA in Figure IV-A, 
whose entries are three tuples, (q,c,A). Note that the source 
field of this table is a single NFA state. The first entry shown 
comes from the incoming transition to NFA state 1 on input 
character a. The source field of the transition is 0, indicating 
that this is only available from HFA states constructed from 
NFA state O. The action "sn" means that we should set the first 
history bit and do nothing to the second history bit. Similarly, 
on b, the action "n s" sets the second history bit. 

Src. input Act. 

0 a sn 
b ns 

TABLE IV. MIXIN INCOMING TABLE 

The outgoing table for a bit state has entries that are 4-
tuples, (c, b, A, D), representing an input character, single his
tory bit, action, and destination state. The input character and 
history bit value uniquely determine an action and a destination 
state. For input characters that are not shown, the default entry 
is an action that does nothing and an empty destination state, 
marked "else". To generate the mixin outgoing table entries 
for a bit state, we first examine its outgoing transitions that 
are not looping back to itself. Figure IV-C shows the mixin 
outgoing table of bit state 1, which has a transition on b to state 
2. The corresponding entry in this table means that in the final 
HFA, whenever bit state 1 is active, on character b, we take no 
additional action and we transition to a combination of NFA 
states containing state 2. For transitions that leave a bit state to 
go to another bit state, the outgoing table entry sets the history 
bit for the destination state instead of putting that state in the 
destination set. When processing an input character for which 
some bit state has a self-looping transition, the corresponding 
history bit will not change. But we must clear the history 
bit upon processing a character lacking a self-loop transition. 
Figure IV-C shows an example of this: bit state 3 does not 
have a transition to itself on character a, thus we need the first 
entry in its outgoing table, which clears the history bit for state 
3 when it is set. 

TABLE V. 

input Condo Act. Dest. 

b 
1 nn {�} 0 nn 0 

else: I * * I nn L-____ � ____ -L ____ � ____ � 

BIT STATE 1 OUTGOING TABLE 

After we generate a mIx In outgoing table for each bit 
state, we merge these individual outgoing tables into a single 
mixin outgoing table, which will be used during the subset 
construction process. The entries in this table are 4-tuples, 
(c, C, A, D), similar to the outgoing table for a single state, 
but with k-bit conditions. Given multiple individual mixin 
outgoing tables, we construct all combinations of rules in the 



input Condo Act. Dest. 
1 nc \'J 

a 0 0 nn 

b 
1 nn {�f 
0 nn 0 
.. o else: I '" H I nn L-____ L-____ -L ____ � ____ � 

TABLE VI. BIT STATE 3 OUTGOING TABLE 

input tables that have the same input character, CT. The resulting 
destination of two rules is the union of their destination state 
sets. The rule for merging actions is based on NFA semantics, 
where a state becoming active takes precedence over that state 
becoming inactive from the lack of a transition. Thus, the result 
of merging two actions is s if either input is s, c if some action 
is c, otherwise n. For example, the first entry in Figure IV-C 
is the result of merging the entry for a in Figure IV-C with the 
default entry from Figure IV-C. For actions, we have nn+nc = 

nc as the merging result. For destinations, we have 0 U 0 = 0 
as the merging result. Since we have two entries on b in each 
table, the mixin outgoing table will have 4 entries, as shown 
in Figure IV-C. 

input Condo Act. Dest. 
* 1 nc \'J 

a *0 0 nn 
00 nn \'J 

b 
10 nn {2} 
01 nn {4} 
11 nn {2,4} 

else: LI __ * __ -L __ *_* __ -,-_n __ n---, __ ....:0 __ -, 

Fig. 4. Mixin Outgoing Table for 1 &3 

D. HFA Transition Table Generation 

We now construct HFA from the pruned NFA, not the 
original NFA. We still use subset construction considering all 
possible combination of states in the pruned NFA. But note 
that the number of all combinations of pruned NFA states is 
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the original NFA. 
This explains why this HFA construction method is much 
faster than the one in Section III. In generating transitions, 
we mix in the transitions in the mixin transition table as 
follows. The transitions generated from the pruned NFA, which 
has no bit states, can be represented as 3-tuples: source NFA 
state set, input character, and destination NFA state set. Let 
(S, c, D) denote a transition generated from the pruned NFA. 
The transitions in the mixin incoming table can be represented 
as 3-tuples: source NFA state, input character, and action. Let 
(qi, Ci, Ai) (1 ::; i ::; m) denote the m entries of the mixin 
incoming table with Ci = C and qi E S. We will merge all 
these actions into the result, so we can write M as the result 
of merging all the Ai. Recall that the result of merging two 
actions is s if either input is s, c if some action is c, otherwise 
n. Let (Cj, ej, Aj, Dj) (1 ::; i ::; n) denote the n entries 
of the mixin outgoing table with Cj = C. In generating the 
transitions for each NFA state, we merge the destination set 
constructed from the pruned NFA with the two mixin tables in 
a manner similar to how we merge individual mixin outgoing 
tables. For each entry (Cj, ej, Aj, D j) in the mixin outgoing 

table, we create an HFA transition (S, C, Cj, M + Aj, DuD j). 
In our example, the subset construction process generates an 
HFA state for NFA state {O} and constructs the transition 
({O} , a, {O}).  This is augmented by the mixin tables to become 
({O} , a, *1, sc, {O}) and ({O} , a, *0, sn, {O}) ,  which can be 
compressed into the transition from HFA state 0 to itself on 
input character a, setting the history bit for bit state 1 and 
clearing the history bit for bit state 3. The subset construction 
process also constructs a similar transition for b: ({O} , b, {O}) .  
This transition is  expanded to  four transitions, each with differ
ent destinations: ({O} , b, 00, nn, {O}) ,  ({O} , b, 10, nn, {O, 2}) ,  
({0} , b, Ol, nn, {0, 4}) ,  ({0} , b, l1, nn, {O, 2, 4}) .  The newly 
reachable states from {O} have their transition tables generated 
in the same manner until all states are constructed. Applying 
this algorithm to the pruned NFA in Figure IV-B, the Mixin 
Incoming Table in Figure IV-C and the Mixin Outgoing Table 
in Figure IV-C produces the HFA in Figure IV-D. 

from 1-3 

Fig. 5. Output HFA 

L-{a} from 1-3 
bif1&-3 

The work necessary to produce HFA by this process is 
not proportional to the size of the DFA. When we prune 
the bit states that cause exponential increase in DFA size 
and construct HFA using mixin tables, we avoid enumer
ating exponentially many combinations of NFA states. Our 
experimental results show that this fast HFA construction 
algorithm produces HFAs of similar size as our previous HFA 
construction algorithm at orders of magnitude higher speed. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS 

We demonstrate the capability of HASIC by comparing 
it with DFA for speed because DFA is the fastest (although 
the biggest), with NFA for memory size because NFA is the 
smallest (although the slowest), and with XFA because XFA 
represents the state-of-the-art. We compare the construction 
time of the direct HFA construction algorithm in Section III-C, 
denoted HASICD, and the mixin-based HFA construction 
algorithm in Section IV, denoted HASICM, with that of DFA 
and NFA. We cannot compare with XFA construction time 
as it cannot be automated and XFA construction code is not 
available. 

A. Data Set 

The RegEx sets that we use come from a variety of sources. 
Sets C7, C8, and C 10 are proprietary and come from a large 
networking vendor. Sets S24, S31, S34, and B217 are public 
sets from Snort [18] and Bro [16] that has been used in prior 
literature [5]. Within C7, S31, and B217, there are a number of 
RegExes with . *s that have been commented off. We further 



created RegEx sets C7p, S31p, and B217p by restoring the 
RegExes containing . *s from these three sets respectively. As 
C7CC7p, S31CS31p, B217CB217p, we focus the collection 
of RegEx sets C7p, C8, C1O, S24, S31p, S34, and B217p, 
denoted as BCS. 

The 217 RegExes in Bro217 are almost entirely string 
matching, although the additional RegExes that we restored 
have one to three wildcard closures ( .  *) each. The Snort 
sets have a higher density of wildcard and near-wildcard (e. g. , 
[ A \ r \ n 1 *) closures, and the C7, C8, C 10 sets have a very 

high density of wildcard and wildcard closures, with as many 
or more closures than the number of RegExes. The density 
of these closures makes their corresponding DFA much larger. 
To determine the scaling properties of HASIC, we created an 
additional set Scale by combining all the distinct RegExes from 
S24, S31 p, and S34. Table VII summarizes the properties of 
these RegEx sets with their corresponding numbers of NFA 
states, DFA states, HFA states (by HASIC M), and history bits. 
Note that the HFAs generated by HASICM and HASICD for 
the same RegEx set have almost the same number of states. 

Set Reg Exes NFA St. DFA St. HASICM St. Hist. Bits 

B217p 224 2553 - 16527 10 

C7p II 295 244366 616 12 

C8 8 99 3786 117 7 

CIO 10 123 19508 238 9 

S24 24 702 10257 925 7 

S31p 40 1436 39977 2323 18 

S34 34 1003 12486 1362 8 

Scale 77 2631 593810 7401 30 

TABLE VII. REOEx SET PROPERTIES 

We evaluated our solution using both synthetic and real
life traffic traces. The synthetic trace comes from Becchi et 
at. 's flow generator [7], which is a useful tool for generating 
synthetic streams of various degrees of maliciousness based 
on given RegExes. The degree of maliciousness depends on 
parameter PM where a higher value indicates more malicious 
traffic. More specifically, the trace is generated such that with 
probability PM, each input character transitions the automaton 
away from the start state, which will cause a large amount of 
the DFA states to be visited, forcing a small cache hit rate 
and thus many accesses to main memory. Our synthetic traces 
are generated with the default PM values of 0.35, 0.55, 0.75, 
0.95 as specified in the tool. Furthermore, we generate a trace 
called rand consisting of purely random data. 

To test the overhead of handling interleaved packets from 
many simultaneous flows, we also use real traffic traces. This 
allows us to test not only raw processing speed but also the 
ability to save and load the matching state for each flow. 
We use three sources for realistic trace data: (1) the DARPA 
intrusion detection data set, generated by the MIT Lincoln 
Laboratory (LL) [1], (2) traces captured during the 2009 Inter
Service Academy Cyber Defense Competition (CDX) [2], and 
(3) a locally gathered traffic trace of a student lab PC (RL). 
For LL, we process the ten traces from week 5 for a total of 
5.8GB. For CDX, we process the Border Data Capture traces 
3 through 8, for a total of 550M. For RL, we capture 10 traces, 
the size of each is 0.1 GB. 

B. Metrics & Experimental Setup 

To compare these algorithms, we measure automaton con
struction time, memory image size, and packet processing 
throughput. Memory image size is measured by the amount of 
contiguous memory needed to store an automaton. Throughput 
is measured by the RegEx matching time per byte in processing 
packets. Error bars in graphs represent standard deviation. 
The experiments are carried out on a server with a Sandy 
Bridge Core(I7-2600K@3.4GHz) and 8GB RAM. The image 
construction code is 1.5K lines of OCaml, and the pattern 
matching engine is 300 lines of C++. For all experiments, 
we use a single thread running on a single core. To remove 
disk overhead from our measurements and make results more 
consistent, the entire trace file on disk is read into memory 
and payloads are pre-extracted from pcap files, although flows 
are not pre-assembled. 

C. Automaton Construction: Time & Size 

Figure V-C shows the automaton construction time for each 
of the BCS sets divided by the number of NFA states. This 
normalization reduces the variation in construction time due 
to the underlying complexity of the RegEx set, and allows 
for easier comparison of the construction methods. Comparing 
HASICM and HASICD, we observe that HAS/CM is much 
Jaster in construction (peaking at 4700 times faster than 
HASIC D for C7p), and has a more consistent construction time 
per NFA state than HASICD. Comparing DFA and HASICD, 
we observe that they take almost the same construction time 
for each RegEx set. For B217p, which is too complex to be 
generated by both HASICD and DFA, it can be generated by 
HASICM in 25.2 seconds. 

o DFA \1 HASICo f). HASICM + NFA 
2 "<:I ,£g 1000 
Ul 

� 
Z 10 f). l7 9 --
(j) � 9 
E 

f). f). 
Q) f). f). f). f). E 1/10 
i= + + + + + + + 

B217p C10 C7p C8 S24 S31p S34 
Ruleset 

Fig. 6. Construction Time BCS Sets 

To evaluate how well HASICM construction scales with 
the complexity of the input, we use the Scale RegEx set. We 
generated DFA and HFA for the first rule, then the first two 
rules, then the first three, etc. We stopped generating DFA 
when the DFA generation time exceeded 2 minutes, while 
each of the 77 HFAs were generated in under 2.2 seconds. 
The results in Figure V-C show that HAS/CM scales linearly 
with the number oj RegExes while the DFA has exponential 
construction cost. 

Table 8 shows memory image sizes for the various rulesets. 
The DFA memory images use 4-byte transitions, and the 
HFA memory images uses 16-byte transitions. Although HFA 
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77 

has much larger memory size per transItIOn than DFA, for 
complex RegEx sets, the memory image size of BFA is orders 
of magnitude smaller than DFA, because HFA has orders of 
magnitude fewer states. The memory image size of the HFAs 
constructed by HASICM is on average 33% larger than that 
of HASICD. 

Ruleset NFA 
B217p 0.5 

C7p 0.1 
C8 0.1 

C lO 0.1 
S24 0.2 

S31p 0.4 
S34 0.3 

Scale 0.8 

Fig. 8. Memory Image Sizes 
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D. Packet Processing Throughput 
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Figure V-D shows 6 categories synthetic traces of increas
ing degree of maliciousness and their impact on the processing 
throughput of different automata. Note that malicious traces 
cause RegEx matching performance to drop significantly be
cause they cause the automaton to access a wide variety of 
its states, which causes the cache hit rate to drop, requiring 
more accesses to slower main memory. We observe that HFA 
throughput is 2.9 to 3.6 times, with an average of 3.3x, 
faster than XFA. XFA performance is estimated from the 
measurements in [20], which shows that XFA is 75.6111.6 = 

6.5 times slower than DFA. Applying this proportion to our 
DFA results gives estimated XFA throughput. 

For real network traces, the results are similar to random 
traces, as shown in Figure V-D. Each marker indicates the 
throughput of a RegEx engine on a single trace. For all 
automaton types, RegEx sets, and traces, the results were 
nearly identical to random traces because these traces have 
a low number of matches on our RegEx sets. The real traces 
had additional overhead of switching between flow states as 
packets of different flows arrived and were analyzed, but this 
did not reduce their performance significantly as compared to 
the random traces. 

Finally, we evaluate the impact of the HFA optimization 
technique of ordering transitions based on hit probability of 
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Fig. 9. Throughput Synthetic Traces 
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each transition. Figure V-D shows the average number of 
HFA transitions examined for each input character without and 
with this optimization for synthetic traces generated with PM 
being 0.35 and 0.75, respectively. The results show that this 
optimization technique greatly reduces the average number 
of BFA transitions examined for each input character and 
improves packet processing throughput. The optimization is 
performed using the first 10% of the trace, and then the number 
of transitions examined on the rest of the trace is shown. In 
practice, the average number of HFA transitions examined for 
each input character with this optimization on a real packet 
trace will vary depending the similarity between past traffic 
and current traffic. 
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The hardware implementation of HASIC has throughput 
dependent on two factors. The more important factor, and the 
one that we have control over, is the memory subsystem it 
uses. The random-access throughput of the memory subsystem 
determines the number of transitions per second it can process. 
The second factor is the number of transitions we need to 
examine for an input character. Figure V-D shows that we can 
get the average number of transitions per character down to 
less than l.1 after optimization. Table 12 shows the throughput 
based on an estimate of 1.1 transitions per character and IBM 
32nm eDRAM technology. 

#Read Read # HASIC 
Memory speed Ports Latency Engines 
eDRAM @ I GHz 1 2 1 
eDRAM @ I GHz 2 2 2 
eDRAM @ I GHz 4 2 4 

Fig. 12. HASIC hardware implementation throughput 

V I. CONCLUSIONS 

Throughput 
(Gbps) 
7.3 
14.5 
29. 1 

As the core problem of many security and networking 
applications, RegEx matching has received much work; how
ever, it has remained an unsolved problem as it is inherently 
difficult to achieve high speed with low memory. This work 
significantly pushes forward the direction of ASIC friendly 
RegEx matching with high speed and low memory. Using only 
a few history bits, our algorithms are able to achieve DFA
like matching speed with NFA-like memory. Our algorithms 
are not only fast in its software implementation but also easy 
to implement in ASIC due to the simplicity of the RegEx 
matching process and memory image. 
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